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ABSTRACT 
 
A high-resolution finite element model is developed using the MSC.Marc software package to 
investigate local bond behavior and the modeling of this behavior. In the model, interaction 
between concrete and steel is treated geometrically as contact between two separate bodies. 
Concrete is modeled as a homogenous material. A multiple, fixed, smeared crack model is 
used to simulate response in tension, and a plasticity model with hardening-softening is used 
to simulate response in compression. To validate the model, analysis results are compared 
with laboratory data for “pull-out” and “uniform tension” bond tests. Three pull-out test 
specimens have no, light and heavy confinement; one uniform tension test specimen has no 
confinement. Analysis results are evaluated on the basis of global load-displacement history 
as well as the pattern and progression of concrete cracking and crushing in the bond zone. In 
the laboratory, global load-displacement response is measured using traditional 
instrumentation and bond-zone damage patterns are observed via X-ray CT of test specimens 
during testing. Results show that the proposed model simulates well bond strength and local 
bond-zone damage patterns. Using the proposed model as a reference model, a parameter 
study is conducted to investigate the impact of modeling decisions and bond-zone design 
parameters on predicted response. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In reinforced concrete (RC) structures, bond between concrete and steel reinforcement is 
critical to performance of the structures. Experimental investigations show that depending on 
the design of the bond-zone, bond failure may occur through a brittle splitting mechanism1, 
in which local cracking that initiates at the concrete-steel interface propagates outward to a 
free surface and allow the concrete surrounding the bar to split away from the bar, or through 
a more ductile pull-through mechanism2, in which the volume of concrete surrounding the 
bar remains essentially intact and concrete immediately surrounding the bar is damaged such 
that the bar can slip out of the larger concrete volume.  
 
In finite element (FE) analysis of RC structures, bond is modeled in many different ways. 
Most models are two-dimensional (2D) or axisymmetric, with few three-dimensional (3D) 
models7. Link elements 3,4,5, zero depth continuum element 6,7,8, or simply displacement 
compatibility between concrete and reinforcing bar 9,10,11,12 are used to simulate the load-
deformation response of the bond-zone. If interface elements (link or continuum) are used, 
the constitutive model for the interface element is established using experimental data or an 
analytical model. In some cases, researchers have introduced parameters into the interface 
elements to enable definition of bond-zone response on the basis of the current state of the 
concrete in the vicinity of the bond-zone7,8. If displacement compatibility between concrete 
and steel is assumed, bond-zone behavior is, essentially, determined by the concrete 
constitutive model. Accurate simulation of response using displacement compatibility is 
generally considered to require a much higher resolution, rib-scale model of the concrete and 
steel in the bond-zone4,5,9,11,12; while accurate simulation of response using interface elements 
does not require modeling of the reinforcing bar geometry3,6,7,8,10. 
 
As with all analyses of concrete structures, multiple approaches to simulating concrete 
response are observed in analysis of bond. Both discrete crack models4,6,9,10 and smeared 
crack models3 have been used to simulate the response of bond-zone concrete to tensile 
loading. To accurately simulate the response of confined bond-zone, plasticity models for 
compressive response combined with tension softening5,11, the microplane model 12, and 
plastic-damage modelsl8 have been used.   
 
For the current study, to fully represent bond-zone behavior, including the mechanical 
interaction between ribs on the steel reinforcement and the surrounding concrete,  the impact 
of confinement and the concrete stress state on this interaction, a rib-scale contact model is 
used to simulate bond test specimens. Concrete and steel are modeled using continuum 
elements and, in the vicinity of the concrete-steel interface, element dimension is 
approximately 0.5 mm such that approximately 20 elements are used to model a rib on the 
reinforcing bar. Concrete and reinforcing steel are considered to be two separate bodies, and 
bond is represented by the geometric contact of the two bodies. When contact occurs 
between the concrete and steel, compressive stress may develop normal to the interface, but 
not tension or shear. Using this approach, bond strength is determined by the geometric 
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contact of the concrete and steel bar as well as the material states of the concrete surrounding 
the interface and the reinforcing steel. The accuracy of this model is evaluated and this model 
is used as a basis for a parametric investigation of the impact of model parameters and 
characteristics on the simulated response of bond-zone. 
 
 
REFERENCE SPECIMEN 
 
The fictitious reference specimen for the study is a pull-out test performed on a short 
concrete cylinder with a single embedded reinforcing bar. A tensile load is applied to the bar 
and reacted via compression on the concrete cylinder; the concrete cylinder is free to expand 
outward away from the axis of the reinforcing bar. Figure 1 shows the physical dimension of 
the reference specimen as well as the axisymmetric and three-dimensional FE models used to 
simulate the response of the specimen. Note that reinforcing steel ribs extend a height of 2.5 
mm from the surface of the bar and have a clear spacing of 7 mm. No ribs are provided in the 
first 18mm of the bar to represent the debonding lead part of bond test.  
 

  

            (a): Physical Specimen                             (b): Axisymmetric Model             (c) Three-dimensional Model 
 

Figure 1: Geometric Model of Bond Test Specimen 
 

A 2D axisymmetric and a 3D model of the reference specimen are created. These models are 
nominally identical with the exception that the 2D model employs 4-node, 4-quadrature 
point, axisymmetric elements while the 3D model employed 8-node, 8-quadrature point brick 
elements. In both models, a high level of mesh refinement is used in the vicinity of the 
concrete-steel interface such that the element dimension is approximately 0.5 mm and 
approximately 20 elements are used in the 2D model and 720 elements are used in the 3D 
model to represent a single rib on the reinforcing bar. 
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MSC.Marc software uses direct constraint to check the penetration of two contact bodies. In 
other words, all the nodes within one body's contact surface will be checked against the 
contact surface of another body, if the relative displacement is larger than the tolerance, then 
the contact condition is satisfied. The displacement of the contact node is then restricted to 
the surface of another body. The displacement compatibility is in normal direction, while 
gliding is allowed in tangential direction. In the reference model, reinforcing bar and 
concrete are treated as two separate contact bodies. The contact surface is the interface 
between concrete and steel bar. Friction is ignored to emphasize the mechanical interaction 
between ribs and concrete.   
 
In the reference specimen, the anchored length of the reinforcing bar is such that the bar 
remains elastic and strength and stiffness loss are due to concrete damage in the bond-zone. 
To simulate concrete material response, a linear Mohr-Coulomb model with tension cracking 
and softening is used. The tension cracking and softening implementation is by multi-fixed 
smeared crack model. Figure 2 shows uniaxial stress-strain model of concrete. The uniaxial 
tensional response is linear elastic, followed by linear softening. The softening part is 
decided by fracture energy of concrete and FE mesh size. The uniaxial compression response 
is from model of Popovics 13.  It starts from linear elastic until thirty percent of peak strength, 
and followed by nonlinear hardening and softening. The softening branch is also adjusted 
according to fracture energy of concrete and FE element size.  The concrete material is first 
checked in plasticity framework with Mohr-Coulomb model assuming associate flow rule, 
and then check tensional cracking and softening according to three principle stresses. Details 
of the concrete material models are presented in Li 14. The nonlinear analysis is accomplished 
by forcing the free end of the reinforcing bar through a prescribed, monotonically increasing 
displacement history. Figure 3 is the load-displacement response of the reference model. 

             
 

Figure 2: Uniaxial Concrete Response Model 
 

 
Figure 3: Analyzed load-displacement response of 

reference specimen 
 

Figures 4-7 show analysis results for the 2D and 3D models. Figure 4 shows initiation of 
concrete cracking in front of ribs at initial load stage. Figure 5 shows the development of 
longitudinal splitting in axisymmetric model after peak load. The longitudinal splitting is 
smeared along the perimeter of the specimen. Figure 6 shows the localization of the 
longitudinal splitting from three-dimensional model. Figure 7 shows the compression 
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yielding of concrete in front of ribs after peak load. More detailed results for the model and 
parametric study show the contact model is numerically stable, reasonably mesh independent 
and sensitive to confinement 14.   
 

           

Figure 4: Cracking Initiation in front of Ribs in 
Axisymmetric Model (Principle cracking strain 
magnitude, dark gray: 0, light gray: 0.001)  

Figure 5: Cracking Propagation in front of Ribs 
and Smeared Longitudinal Splitting in 
Axisymmetric Model (Principle cracking strain 
magnitude, dark gray: 0, light gray: 0.05)  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Secondary Cracking in front of Ribs and 
Localization of Longitudinal Splitting in Three-
dimensional Model (Principle cracking strain 
magnitude, dark gray: 0, light gray: 0.1)  

 Figure 7: Compression Yielding in front of Ribs 
from Axisymmetric Model (Equivalent plastic 
strain, dark gray: 0, light gray: 0.05)  
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MODELING LABORATORY BOND TESTS 
 
The modeling approach described above was used to simulate bond tests conducted by 
Martin 15. Table 1 shows specimens for which FE analyses were completed. Specimen IDs in 
Table 1 provide information about the dimensions of the concrete cylinder, bar size, bonded 
length, level of confinement and type of test 15 but will be referred to here as SA, SB, SE and 
SG. Specimens SA, SB and SE are pull-out tests similar to the reference specimen. These 
specimens are standard 300 mm long and 150 mm diameter concrete cylinders in which a 
single No. 8 (nominal diameter equal to 25 mm) or No. 6 (nominal diameter equal to 19 mm) 
steel reinforcing bar was embedded at the center of the cylinder. As was the case for the 
reference specimen, concrete-steel bond was assumed to be zero along a length of the bar 
extending from the loaded end; this was accomplished in the laboratory by placing a PVC 
tube around the bar prior to casting the concrete cylinder. Specimens SA, SB and SE 
represented high, no and moderate levels of confinement for the concrete surrounding the 
reinforcing bar. For specimen SA, a high level of confinement was achieved by casing the 
concrete cylinder in a 50 mm thick aluminum tube. For specimen SE, a moderate level of 
confinement was achieved by reinforcing the concrete cylinder with a spiral of 1.5 mm 
diameter steel wire, with a diameter of 75 mm and a pitch of 25 mm. Specimen SG was a 
uniform tension test in which a single reinforcing bar was embedded in a plain 600 mm long,  
100 mm diameter concrete cylinder and protruding ends of the bar were subjected to 
monotonically increasing tensile loading.  
 
Table 1: Selected Laboratory Bond Test Specimens 

Specimen 
Identification 

Cylinder 
dimension 
D*H(mm) 

Rebar size Bonding 
length (mm) Confinement type

SA-0612-06-03-AL-A D=150,H=300 NO.6 (d=19 mm) 75 Aluminum jacket 
SB-0612-08-06-NO-C D=150,H=300 NO.8 (d=25 mm) 150 No 
SE-0612-08-03-W59-A D=150,H=300 NO.8 (d=25 mm) 50 1.5mm steel wire 
SG-0424-06-24-NO-A D=100,H=600 NO.6 (d=19 mm) 600 No 
 
The FE models used to simulate the response of the UW bond tests were similar to those 
used for the reference specimen with the exception that the actual specimen geometries, 
bonded lengths and material properties were used. Results from 2D and 3D analyses are 
presented.  For specimen A, no convergence results were achieved in 3D analysis due to the 
large deformation of concrete in front of ribs under high confinement and the complex 
contact condition between the concrete and steel bar. Figures 8-10 show the simulated and 
measured load-displacement histories for specimens SA, SB and SE. Specimen SA (Figure 8) 
shows ductile failure in test, while simulated response is slightly stiffer and brittle than test 
result, with about 10% higher peak strength than test data. Similarly, specimen SB (Figure 9) 
shows stiffer response than test data, but show same brittle response as test data. Considering 
the variation of test results due to errors, such as shown from the difference of test data A, B, 
and C, which are exactly identical tests, the analyzed response has good representation of the
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Figure 8:  Analyzed and Tested Load-displacement 
Response for  Specimen SA, Both Results Show 
Pull-through Failure. 

Figure 9:  Analyzed and Tested Load-displacement 
Response for Specimen SB, All Results Show 
Splitting Failure. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 10:  Analyzed and Tested Load-displacement Response for  Specimen SE, All Results Show Splitting 
Failure.  

 
splitting bond behavior.  Specimen SE (Figure 10) is under moderate confinement, with 
response in between specimen SA and SB. 

 
Figure 11 shows plot of principle cracking strain in uniform tension test specimen SG. Three 
types of cracking: transverse major cracking, splitting and internal secondary cracking are 
shown in the figure. Transverse cracking is the major cracking that breaks the specimen into 
several segments. Splitting happens near transverse cracking, it is longitudinal cracking 
induced by the hoop stress. Internal secondary cracking is in front of each rib, with angle of 
approximately 40 degrees to the longitudinal axis of the specimen. The pattern of cracks is 
comparable with physical examination of Goto1. The three types cracking is also comparable 
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with observation from X-rays images of bond test 16,17, as shown in Figure 12, with two 
major transverse cracks, three longitudinal splitting cracks near the transverse crack, and 
secondary cracks near ribs.   

  

 

 

Figure 12: Crack Patterns Extract from X-Ray CT Images of Specimen SG at the End of Testing.17  Major 
transverse cracking,  three splitting cracks,  and secondary cracking near ribs are consistent with Figure 11. 

 
 

Image processing: 
concrete cracks extractingX-ray images of 

uniform tension 
test

Secondary cracking 

Figure 11: Cracking in Uniform Tension Test Specimen from FE Analysis (Principle cracking 
strain magnitude, dark gray: 0, light gray: 0.01) 

Transverse cracking 

Splitting

Transverse cracking 
Secondary cracking 

Splitting 

Reinforcing bar 
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EVALUATION OF OTHER MODELS 
 
The modeling approach described above can be used to simulate the strength, displacement 
capacity and damage patterns developed in bond-zone test specimens. A second phase of the 
research effort investigated the impact of modeling approaches and model parameters on the 
simulated response. Table 2 lists the modeling approaches considered in this phase of the 
study. Two model categories were considered.  
 
Table 2: Different Geometric Models for Pull-out Bond Test 
Model category Model Name Properties 

Rib-scale 
models 

 

Contact 
model 

2D no friction 
Direct contact between concrete and rib 2D friction 

3D no friction 

Discomp1 
2D Rebar and concrete share nodes, full displacement 

compatibility 3D 

Discomp2 2D Only rib and concrete share nodes 3D 

Discomp3 2D only compression side of rib share nodes with concrete 3D 

Bar-scale 
models 

 

Attached 
truss 

2D Truss elements share nodes with concrete elements 3D 
Detached 

truss 
2D Truss elements separate from concrete, with nodal 

displacement restrain 3D 

Solid steel 2D 3D rebar element share nodes with concrete elements 3D 
 
The first category is rib-scale models with exactly same physical and FE geometries with 
reference model. As contact analysis is computationally expensive, different types of 
displacement compatibilities between concrete and reinforcing bar are applied to simulate the 
bond response. In Table 2, Discomp1 represents full displacement compatibility between 
nodes of concrete and reinforcing bar and ribs. Discomp2 uses displacement compatibility 
around ribs only, with separate nodes between ribs. Discomp3 applies displacement 
compatibility only on compression sides of ribs, this is closest to the condition of contact 
model. Both axisymmetric 2D and full 3D models are developed for the three interface 
conditions. Considering the tensile and shear capacity of concrete, as comparison, result from 
2D friction contact is also presented.  
 
To reduce the computational demand of analyses and make nonlinear analysis practical for 
evaluation of the response of reinforced concrete structural subassemblages, analysis is 
typically done at the bar-scale without geometric representation of reinforcing bar ribs. The 
second category is bar-scale model with same physical dimension of laboratory test specimen 
SB. The FE mesh size is much larger than rib-scale model, with typical mesh size of 7.5 mm.  
In Table 2, Attached truss model uses truss element to represent the reinforcing bar, it does 
not have a physical representation of rebar diameter. Detached truss model uses truss element 
to model rebar, but diameter of rebar is reflected in the distance between the separate truss 
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element and concrete element. Displacement constraint is used to enforce displacement 
compatibility between concrete nodes and reinforcing bar nodes. Solid steel model uses 
continuum elements for reinforcing bar. In all models, the FE continuum elements are 4 
nodes full integration for 2D models, and 8 nodes full integration for full 3D models. The 
same material constitutive model as the reference contact model was used in all of the 
analyses.  
 
Response is assessed by evaluating differences in the load-displacement history. The load-
displacement history here is represented by average bond stress versus bar end displacement.  
The average bond stress is computed as the bar end load divided by bonding area, which is 
product of  the bonded length and the perimeter of the bar. Figure 13 shows bond stress-
displacement data for the rib-scale models and provides understanding of the impact on 
response of 2D versus 3D modeling and of enforcing displacement compatibility at the 
concrete-steel interface. First, the data show a much more brittle and slightly weaker 
response for the 3D versus 2D models. This is attributed to the fact that the splitting cracks 
that ultimately determine strength loss are localized around the circumference of the cylinder 
in the 3D analysis but are smeared / averaged over the entire circumference in the 2D 
analysis. This smearing of the cracking strain results in a more gradual strength loss for the 
2D model. Second, the data show models with displacement compatibility between concrete 
and steel have slightly larger bond strength than contact model.  Model Discomp1 has largest 
bond strength, followed by model Discomp2. Response from model Discomp3 is closest to 
that from the contact models, especially friction contact model. From the load-displacement 
response we can also see that the higher the peak strength, the more brittle the post peak 
response for 2D models. This is due to the material model used. In concrete model, concrete 
fracture energy is a constant parameter which is positively correlated with the area of the 
bond load-displacement response curve. Thus, the higher the bond strength, the steeper the 
softening branch in the load-displacement response.  

 
Figure 14 shows the simulated response histories for 2D and 3D models with different 
geometric representation of the reinforcing bar.  As was the case for the rib-scale analyses, 
smearing of cracking strains in the 2D analyses results in a much more brittle and slightly 
weaker response for the 3D versus 2D models. Additionally, the data in Figure 14 show that 
all of the bar-scale models have smaller bond strength than that from the contact model. This 
could be explained as the bar-scale model has no physical representation of mechanical 
interlock between concrete and reinforcing bar ribs, bond is transferred via shear in the 
concrete layer surrounding the bar. This may result in a weaker mechanism.  From Figure 14 
it can also be seen that Solid steel model and Detached truss model have close responses, due 
to the geometric representation of bar diameter, which may be significant in modeling 
splitting of concrete cylinder. Attached truss model has more obvious reduction of strength. 
This is explained as truss element has zero perimeter for bond development, the bond 
strength is artificially reduced by dividing the bar load by the physical bar diameter. The 
attached truss model does not have reliable results and may have mesh sensitivity..  
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Figure 13: Analyzed Load-Displacement Response from Models With Ribs, Specimen Size as Reference Model  
 

 

Figure 14: Analyzed Load-Displacement Response from Models Without Ribs, Specimen Size as Test 
Specimen SB 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Simulation of concrete-steel bond-zone specimens is accomplished using the MSC.Marc 
software and a geometric contact model in which only compressive stress normal to the 
contact surface is transferred when the concrete and steel bodies are in contact. Using this 
modeling approach, bond-zone stiffness and strength loss results primarily from damage to 
bond-zone concrete. A highly refined mesh is used in the finite element analysis, in which 
the geometry of the ribs on the reinforcing steel are explicitly modeled. Results are presented 
for both 2D axisymmetric and 3D models, and differences in the results obtained using the 
two different models are explained. For pull-out type specimens in which failure is attributed 
to the development of multiple splitting cracks parallel to the axis of the anchored bar, the 
data show that 2D axisymmetric modeling results in slightly stronger and more ductile 
response than is predicted using 3D modeling. This is attributed to the fact that in the 3D 
analyses, multiple individual splitting cracks are simulated while in the 2D analyses cracking 
is smeared over the entire circumference of the specimen.  
 
Results are presented for pull-out specimens with no, moderate and high levels of 
confinement of the bond-zone concrete and for one unconfined uniform tension test. For all 
specimens, simulated load-displacement response histories and external damage patterns are 
consistent with laboratory data. Simulated internal crack patterns are also consistent with  
those extracted from 3D X-ray CT images of the bond-zone test specimens.  
 
The impact of the approaches employed to model the bond-zone on responses was also 
investigated. Two- and three-dimensional analyses of typical bond-zone specimens were 
conducted using rib- and bar-scale models as well as rib-scale models with different levels of 
displacement compatibility enforced between the reinforcing steel and concrete. For rib-scale 
models with reinforcing bar ribs, enforcing displacement compatibility allows for tension and 
shear to be transferred at the interface, so as to the increases of bond strength , despite the 
fact that this causes concrete cracking, the results is still higher. For bar-scale models, 
without geometric representation of ribs, the mechanical interlock between concrete and bar 
ribs is not fully represented by enforcing displacement compatibility between concrete and 
reinforcing bar. Especially the attached truss model, which is commonly used in nonlinear 
FE analysis of reinforced concrete structures, has very different performances from  models 
with full scale reinforcing bar.   
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